Abstract-This paper describes a simulated annealing based multiobjective optimization algorithm that incorporates the concept of archive in order to provide a set of tradeoff solutions for the problem under consideration. To determine the acceptance probability of a new solution vis-a-vis the current solution, an elaborate procedure is followed that takes into account the domination status of the new solution with the current solution, as well as those in the archive. A measure of the amount of domination between two solutions is also used for this purpose. A complexity analysis of the proposed algorithm is provided. An extensive comparative study of the proposed algorithm with two other existing and well-known multiobjective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs) demonstrate the effectiveness of the former with respect to five existing performance measures, and several test problems of varying degrees of difficulty. In particular, the proposed algorithm is found to be significantly superior for many objective test problems (e.g., 4, 5, 10, and 15 objective problems), while recent studies have indicated that the Pareto ranking-based MOEAs perform poorly for such problems. In a part of the investigation, comparison of the real-coded version of the proposed algorithm is conducted with a very recent multiobjective simulated annealing algorithm, where the performance of the former is found to be generally superior to that of the latter.
I. INTRODUCTION

T HE MULTIOBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION (MOO)
problem has a rather different perspective compared with one having a single objective. In the single-objective optimization there is only one global optimum, but in multiobjective optimization there is a set of solutions, called the Pareto-optimal (PO) set, which are considered to be equally important; all of them constitute global optimum solutions. Over the past decade, a number of multiobjective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs) have been suggested (see, [1] and [2] for some reviews). The main reason for the popularity of evolutionary algorithms (EAs) for solving multiobjective optimization is their population-based nature and ability to find multiple optima simultaneously.
Simulated annealing (SA) [3] another popular search algorithm, utilizes the principles of statistical mechanics regarding S. Bandyopadhyay the behavior of a large number of atoms at low temperature, for finding minimal cost solutions to large optimization problems by minimizing the associated energy. In statistical mechanics, investigating the ground states or low-energy states of matter is of fundamental importance. These states are achieved at very low temperatures. However, it is not sufficient to lower the temperature alone since this results in unstable states. In the annealing process, the temperature is first raised, then decreased gradually to a very low value , while ensuring that one spends sufficient time at each temperature value. This process yields stable low-energy states. Geman and Geman [4] provided proof that SA, if annealed sufficiently slowly, converges to the global optimum. Being based on strong theory, SA has applications in diverse areas [5] - [7] by optimizing a single criterion. However, there have been only a few attempts in extending SA to MOO, primarily because of its search-from-a-point nature. In most of the earlier attempts, a single-objective function is constructed by combining the different objectives into one using a weighted sum approach [8] - [13] . The problem here is how to choose the weights in advance. Some alternative approaches have also been used in this regard. In [11] and [12] , different nonlinear and stochastic composite energy functions have been investigated. In [11] , six different criteria for energy difference calculation are suggested and evaluated. These are: 1) minimum cost criterion; 2) maximum cost criteria; 3) random cost criteria; 4) self cost criteria; 5) average cost criteria; and 6) fixed cost criteria. Since each run of the SA provides just a single solution, the algorithm attempted to evolve the set of PO solutions by using multiple SA runs. As a result of the independent runs, the diversity of the set of solutions suffered.
Multiobjective SA with a composite energy clearly converges to the true Pareto front if the objectives have ratios given by , if such points, in general, exist. Here, is the weight assigned to the th objective. In [14] , it has been proven that part of the front will be inaccessible with fixed weights. In [15] , several different schemes were explored for adapting the 's during the annealing process to encourage exploration along the front. However, a proper choice of the 's remains a challenging task.
In addition to the earlier aggregating approaches of multiobjective SA (MOSA), there have been a few techniques that incorporate the concept of Pareto-dominance. Some such methods are proposed in [16] and [17] which use Pareto-dominationbased acceptance criterion in MOSA. A good review of several MOSA algorithms and their comparative performance analysis can be found in [18] . Since the technique in [17] has been used in this paper for the purpose of comparison, it is described in detail later.
In Pareto-domination-based MOSAs developed so far, the acceptance criterion between the current and a new solution has been formulated in terms of the difference in the number of solutions that they dominate [16] , [17] . The amount by which this domination takes place is not taken into consideration. In this paper, a new MOSA is proposed, hereafter referred to as archived multiobjective simulated annealing (AMOSA), which incorporates a novel concept of amount of dominance in order to determine the acceptance of a new solution. The PO solutions are stored in an archive. A complexity analysis of the proposed AMOSA is provided. The performance of the newly proposed AMOSA is compared with two other well-known MOEAs, namely, NSGA-II [19] and PAES [20] for several function optimization problems when binary encoding is used. The comparison is made in terms of several performance measures, namely, Convergence [19] , Purity [21] , [22] , Spacing [23] , and MinimalSpacing [21] . Another measure called displacement [8] , [24] , that reflects both the proximity to and the coverage of the true PO front is also used here for the purpose of comparison. This measure is especially useful for discontinuous fronts where we can estimate if the solution set is able to approximate all the subfronts. Many existing measures are unable to achieve this.
It may be noted that the MOSA methods developed in [16] and [17] are on lines similar to ours. The concept of archive or a set of potentially PO solutions is also utilized in [16] and [17] for storing the nondominated solutions. Instead of scalarizing the multiple objectives, a domination-based energy function is defined. However, there are notable differences. First, while the number of solutions that dominate the new solution determines the acceptance probability of in the earlier attempts, in the present paper this is based on the amount of domination of with respect to the solutions in the archive and the current solution. In contrast to the works in [16] and [17] where a single form of acceptance probability is considered, the present paper deals with different forms of acceptance probabilities depending on the domination status, the choice of which are explained intuitively later on.
In [17] , an unconstrained archive is maintained. Note that theoretically, the number of PO solutions can be infinite. Since the ultimate purpose of an MOO algorithm is to provide the user with a set of solutions to choose from, it is necessary to limit the size of this set for it to be usable by the user. Though maintaining unconstrained archives as in [17] is novel and interesting, it is still necessary to finally reduce it to a manageable set. Limiting the size of the population (as in NSGA-II) or the archive (as in AMOSA) is an approach in this direction. Clustering appears to be a natural choice for reducing the loss of diversity, and this is incorporated in the proposed AMOSA. Clustering has also been used earlier in [25] .
For comparing the performance of real-coded AMOSA with that of the MOSA [17] , six three objective test problems, namely, DTLZ1-DTLZ6 are used. Results demonstrate that the performance of AMOSA is comparable to, often better than that of MOSA in terms of Purity, Convergence, and MinimalSpacing. Comparison is also made with real-coded NSGA-II for the above mentioned six problems, as well as for some 4, 5, 10, and 15 objective test problems. Results show that the performance of AMOSA is superior to that of NSGA-II specially for the test problems with many objective functions. This is interesting and the most desirable feature of AMOSA since Pareto ranking-based MOEAs, such as NSGA-II [19] do not work well on many-objective optimization problems as pointed out in some recent studies [26] , [27] .
II. MULTIOBJECTIVE ALGORITHMS
The MOO can be formally stated as follows [1] . Find the vectors of decision variables that simultaneously optimize the objective values , while satisfying the constraints, if any. An important concept of MOO is that of domination. In the context of a maximization problem, a solution is said to dominate if , and , such that . Among a set of solutions , the nondominated set of solutions are those that are not dominated by any member of the set . The nondominated set of the entire search space is the globally PO set. In general, a MOO algorithm usually admits a set of solutions that are not dominated by any solution encountered by it.
A. Recent MOEAs
During 1993-2003, a number of different EAs were suggested to solve MOO problems. Among these, two well-known ones, namely, PAES [20] and NSGA-II [19] , are used in this paper for the purpose of comparison. These are described in brief.
Knowles and Corne [20] suggested a simple MOEA using a single parent, single child EA, similar to (1 1) evolutionary strategy. Instead of using real parameters, binary strings, and bitwise mutation are used in this algorithm to create the offspring. After creating the child and evaluating its objectives, it is compared with respect to the parent. If the child dominates the parent, then the child is accepted as the next parent and the iteration continues. On the other hand, if parent dominates the child, the child is discarded and a new mutated solution (a new solution) is generated from the parent. However, if the parent and the child are nondominating to each other, then the choice between the child and the parent is resolved by comparing them with an archive of best solutions found so far. The child is compared with all members of the archive to check if it dominates any member of the archive. If yes, the child is accepted as the new parent and all the dominated solutions are eliminated from the archive. If the child does not dominate any member of the archive, both the parent and the child are checked for their nearness with the solutions of the archive. If the child resides in a less crowded region in the parameter space, it is accepted as a parent and a copy is added to the archive. Generally, this crowding concept is implemented by dividing the whole solution space into subspaces, where is the depth parameter and is the number of objective functions. The subspaces are updated dynamically.
The other popular algorithm for MOO is NSGA-II proposed by Deb et al. [19] . Here, initially a random parent population of size is created. Then, the population is sorted based on the nondomination relation. Each solution of the population is assigned a fitness which is equal to its nondomination level. A child population is created from the parent population by using binary tournament selection, recombination, and mutation operators. Generally, according to this algorithm, initially a combined population is formed of size , which is . Now, all the solutions of are sorted based on their nondomination status. If the total number of solutions belonging to the best nondominated set is smaller than , is completely included into . The remaining members of the population are chosen from subsequent nondominated fronts in the order of their ranking. To choose exactly solutions, the solutions of the last included front are sorted using the crowded comparison operator and the best among them (i.e., those with larger values of the crowding distance) are selected to fill in the available slots in . The new population is now used for selection, crossover and mutation to create a new population of size , and the process continues. The crowding distance operator is also used in the parent selection phase in order to break a tie in the binary tournament selection. This operator is basically responsible for maintaining diversity in the Pareto front.
B. Recent MOSA[17]
One of the recently developed MOSA algorithms is by Smith et al. [17] . Here, a dominance-based energy function is used. If the true Pareto front is available, then the energy of a particular solution is calculated as the total number of solutions that dominates . However, as the true Pareto front is not available all the time, a proposal has been made to estimate the energy-based on the current estimate of the Pareto front , which is the set of mutually nondominating solutions found thus far in the process. Then, the energy of the current solution is the total number of solutions in the estimated front which dominates . If is the energy of the new solution and is the energy of the current solution , then energy difference between the current and the proposed solution is calculated as . Division by ensures that is always less than unity and provides some robustness against fluctuations in the number of solutions in . If the size of is less than some threshold, then attainment surface sampling method is adopted to increase the number of solutions in the final Pareto front. Authors have perturbed a decision variable with a random number generated from the laplacian distribution. Two different sets of scaling factors, traversal scaling which generates moves to a nondominated proposal within a front, and location scaling which locates a front closer to the original front, are kept. These scaling factors are updated with the iterations.
III. ARCHIVED MULTIOBJECTIVE SIMULATED ANNEALING (AMOSA)
As mentioned earlier, the AMOSA algorithm is based on the principle of SA [3] . In this paper, at a given temperature , a new state is selected with a probability (1) where is the current state and and are the corresponding energy values of and , respectively. Note that the above equation automatically ensures that the probability value lies in between 0 and 1. AMOSA incorporates the concept of an Archive where the nondominated solutions seen so far are stored. In [28] , the use of unconstrained Archive size to reduce the loss of diversity is discussed in detail. In our approach, we have kept the archive size limited since finally only a limited number of well distributed PO solutions are needed. Two limits are kept on the size of the Archive: a hard or strict limit denoted by , and a soft limit denoted by . During the process, the nondominated solutions are stored in the Archive as and when they are generated until the size of the Archive increases to . Thereafter, if more nondominated solutions are generated, these are added to the Archive, the size of which is thereafter reduced to by applying clustering. The structure of the proposed SA-based AMOSA is shown in Fig. 1 . The parameters that need to be set a priori are mentioned below.
• : The maximum size of the Archive on termination. This set is equal to the maximum number of nondominated solutions required by the user.
• :
The maximum size to which the Archive may be filled before clustering is used to reduce its size to .
Number of iterations at each temperature.
• : The cooling rate in SA. The different steps of the algorithm are now explained in detail.
A. Archive Initialization
The algorithm begins with the initialization of a number of solutions. Each of these solutions is refined by using a simple hill-climbing technique, accepting a new solution only if it dominates the previous one. This is continued for a number of iterations. Thereafter, the nondominated solutions that are obtained are stored in the Archive, up to a maximum of . In case the number of nondominated solutions exceeds , clustering is applied to reduce the size to (the clustering procedure is explained below). That means, initially, Archive contains a maximum of number of solutions. In the initialization phase, it is possible to get an Archive of size one. In MOSA [17] , in such cases, other newly generated solutions which are dominated by the archival solution will be indistinguishable. In contrast, the amount of domination as incorporated in AMOSA will distinguish between "more dominated" and "less dominated" solutions. However, in the future, we intend to use a more sophisticated scheme, in line with that adopted in MOSA.
B. Clustering the Archive Solutions
Clustering of the solutions in the Archive has been incorporated in AMOSA in order to explicitly enforce the diversity of the nondominated solutions. In general, the size of the Archive is allowed to increase up to , after which the solutions are clustered for grouping the solutions into clusters. Allowing the Archive size to increase up to not only reduces excessive calls to clustering, but also enables the formation of more spread out clusters and hence better diversity. Note that in the initialization phase, clustering is executed once even if the number of solutions in the Archive is less than , as long as it is greater than . This enables it to start with at most nondominated solutions and reduces excessive calls to clustering in the initial stages of the AMOSA process.
For clustering, the well-known single linkage algorithm [29] is used. Here, the distance between any two clusters corresponds to the length of the shortest link between them. This is similar to the clustering algorithm used in SPEA [25] , except that they have used average linkage method [29] . After clusters are obtained, the member within each cluster whose average distance to the other members is the minimum, is considered as the representative member of the cluster. A tie is resolved arbitrarily. The representative points of all the clusters are thereafter stored in the Archive.
C. Amount of Domination
As already mentioned, AMOSA uses the concept of amount of domination in computing the acceptance probability of a new solution. Given two solutions and , the amount of domination is defined as , where and is the range of the th objective. Note that in several cases, may not be known a priori. In these situations, the solutions present in the Archive along with the new and the current solutions are used for computing it. The concept of is illustrated pictorially in Fig. 2 for a two objective case.
is used in AMOSA while computing the probability of acceptance of a newly generated solution.
D. The Main AMOSA Process
One of the points, called current-pt, is randomly selected from Archive as the initial solution at temperature . The current-pt is perturbed to generate a new solution called new-pt. The domination status of new-pt is checked with respect to the current-pt and solutions in Archive.
Based on the domination status between current-pt and new-pt, three different cases may arise. These are enumerated below.
• Case 1: current-pt dominates the new-pt and points from the Archive dominate the new-pt. This situation is shown in Fig. 3 . Here, Fig. 3 Fig. 4(a) . The new-pt is selected as the current-pt with (3) where -. Note that here the current-pt may or may not be on the archival front. 2) new-pt is nondominating with respect to the other points in the Archive as well. In this case, the new-pt is on the same front as the Archive, as shown in Fig. 4(b) . Therefore, the new-pt is selected as the current-pt and added to the Archive. In case the Archive becomes overfull (i.e., the is exceeded), clustering is performed to reduce the number of points to . 3) new-pt dominates points of the Archive. This situation is shown in Fig. 4(c) . Again, the new-pt is selected as the current-pt, and added to the Archive. All the dominated points are removed from the Archive. Note that here too the current-pt may or may not be on the archival front.
• Case 3: new-pt dominates current-pt. Now, based on the domination status of new-pt and members of Archive, the following three situations may arise. 1) new-pt dominates the current-pt but points in the Archive dominate this new-pt. Note that this situation [shown in Fig. 5(a) ] may arise only if the current-pt is not a member of the Archive. Here, the minimum of the difference of domination amounts between the new-pt and the points, denoted by , of the Archive is computed. The point from the Archive which corresponds to the minimum difference is selected as the current-pt with . Otherwise, the new-pt is selected as the current-pt. Note that according to the SA paradigm, the new-pt should have been selected with probability 1. However, due to the presence of Archive, it is evident that solutions still better than new-pt exist. Therefore, the new-pt and the dominating points in the Archive that are closest to the new-pt (corresponding to ) compete for acceptance. This may be considered a form of informed reseeding of the annealer only if the Archive point is accepted, but with a solution closest to the one which would otherwise have survived in the normal SA paradigm. 2) new-pt is nondominating with respect to the points in the Archive except the current-pt if it belongs to the Archive. This situation is shown in Fig. 5(b) . Thus new-pt, which is now accepted as the current-pt, can be considered as a new nondominated solution that must be stored in Archive. Hence, new-pt is added to the Archive. If the current-pt is in the Archive, then it is removed. Otherwise, if the number of points in the Archive becomes more than the , clustering is performed to reduce the number of points to . Note that here the current-pt may or may not be on the archival front.
3) new-pt also dominates , other points, in the Archive [see Fig. 5(c)] . Hence, the new-pt is selected as the current-pt and added to the Archive, while all the dominated points of the Archive are removed. Note that here the current-pt may or may not be on the archival front.
The above process is repeated times for each temperature . Temperature is reduced to , using the cooling rate of till the minimum temperature is attained. The process thereafter stops, and the Archive contains the final nondominated solutions.
Note that in AMOSA, as in other versions of MOSA algorithms, there is a possibility that a new solution worse than the current solution may be selected. In most other MOEAs, e.g., NSGA-II and PAES, if a choice needs to be made between two solutions and , and if dominates , then is always selected. It may be noted that in single-objective EAs or SA, usually a worse solution also has a nonzero chance of surviving in subsequent generations; this leads to a reduced possibility of getting stuck at suboptimal regions. However, most of the MOEAs have been so designed that this characteristic is lost. The present SA-based algorithm provides a way of incorporating this feature.
E. Complexity Analysis
The complexity analysis of AMOSA is provided in this section. The 
Let
, where and where is the population size in NSGA-II and archive size in PAES. Therefore, overall complexity of the AMOSA becomes (5) or (6) Note that the total complexity of NSGA-II is and that of PAES is . NSGA-II complexity depends on the complexity of nondominated procedure. With the best procedure, the complexity is .
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we first describe comparison metrics used for the experiments. The performance analysis of both the binarycoded AMOSA and the real-coded AMOSA are also provided in this section.
A. Comparison Metrics
In MOO, there are basically two functionalities that an MOO strategy must achieve regarding the obtained solution set [1] . It should converge as close to the true PO front as possible and it should maintain as diverse a solution set as possible.
The first condition clearly ensures that the obtained solutions are near optimal and the second condition ensures that a wide range of tradeoff solutions is obtained. Clearly, these two tasks cannot be measured with one performance measure adequately. A number of performance measures have been suggested in the past. Here, we have mainly used three such performance measures. The first measure is the Convergence measure [19] . It measures the extent of convergence of the obtained solution set to a known set of PO solutions. The lower the value of , the better is the convergence of the obtained solution set to the true PO front. The second measure called Purity [21] , [22] is used to compare the solutions obtained using different MOO strategies. It calculates the fraction of solutions from a particular method that remains nondominating when the final front solutions obtained from all the algorithms are combined. A value near 1 indicates better performance whereas a value near 0 indicates poorer performance. The third measure named Spacing was first proposed by Schott [23] . It reflects the uniformity of the solutions over the nondominated front. It is shown in [21] that this measure will fail to give adequate results in some situations. In order to overcome the above limitations, a modified measure, named MinimalSpacing is proposed in [21] . Smaller values of Spacing and MinimalSpacing indicate better performance.
It may be noted that if an algorithm is able to approximate only a portion of the true PO front and not its full extent, none of the existing measures will be able to reflect this. In case of discontinuous PO front, this problem becomes severe when an algorithm totally misses a subfront. Here, a performance measure which is very similar to the measure used in [8] and [24] named displacement is used that is able to overcome this limitation. It measures how far the obtained solution set is from a known set of PO solutions. In order to compute displacement measure, a set consisting of uniformly spaced solutions from the true PO front in the objective space is found (as is done while calculating ). Then, displacement is calculated as (7) where is the obtained set of final solutions, and is the Euclidean distance between the th solution of and th solution of . The lower the value of this measure, the better is the convergence to and extent of coverage of the true PO front.
B. Comparison of Binary Encoded AMOSA With NSGA-II and PAES
First, we have compared the binary encoded AMOSA with the binary-coded NSGA-II and PAES algorithms. For AMOSA, binary mutation is used. Seven test problems have been considered for the comparison purpose. These are SCH1 and SCH2 [1] , Deb1 and Deb4 [31] , and ZDT1, ZDT2, ZDT6 [1] . All the algorithms are executed ten times per problem and the results reported are the average values obtained for the ten runs. In NSGA-II, the crossover probability is kept equal to 0.9. For PAES, the depth value is set equal to 5. For AMOSA, the cooling rate is kept equal to 0.8. The number of bits assigned to encode each decision variable depends on the problem. For example, in ZDT1, ZDT2, and ZDT6 which all are 30-variable problems, 10 bits are used to encode each variable, for SCH1 and SCH2 which are single variable problems and for Deb1 and Deb4 which are two variable problems, 20 bits are used to encode each decision variable. In all the approaches, binary mutation applied with a probability of , where is the string length, is used as the perturbation operation. We have chosen the values of (maximum value of the temperature), (minimum value of the temperature), and (number of iterations at each temperature) so that total number of fitness evaluations of the three algorithms becomes approximately equal. For PAES and NSGA-II, identical parameter settings as suggested in the original studies have been used. Here, the population size in NSGA-II, and archive sizes in AMOSA and PAES are set to 100. Maximum iterations for NSGA-II and PAES are 500 and 50 000, respectively. For AMOSA, , , and . The parameter values were determined after extensive sensitivity studies, which are omitted here to restrict the size of this paper.
1) Discussions of the Results:
The Convergence and Purity values obtained using the three algorithms are shown in Table I . AMOSA performs the best for ZDT1, ZDT2, ZDT6, and Deb1 in terms of . For SCH1, all three are performing equally well. NSGA-II performs well for SCH2 and Dev4. Interestingly, for all the functions, AMOSA is found to provide a number of more overall nondominated solutions than NSGA-II. (This is evident from the quantities in parentheses in Table I, where indicates that on an average the algorithm produced solutions of which remained good even when solutions from other MOO strategies are combined). AMOSA took 10 s to provide the first PO solution compared with 32 s for NSGA-II in case of ZDT1.
From Table I , it is again clear that AMOSA and PAES are always giving a number of more distinct solutions than NSGA-II. Table II shows the Spacing and MinimalSpacing measurements. AMOSA is giving the best performance of Spacing most of the times, while PAES performs the worst. This is also evident from Figs. 6 and 7 which show the final PO fronts of SCH2 and Deb4 obtained by the three methods for the purpose of illustration (due to lack of space final PO fronts given by three methods for some test problems are omitted). With respect to MinimalSpacing, the performances of AMOSA and NSGA-II are comparable. Table III shows the value of displacement for five problems, two with discontinuous and three with continuous PO fronts. AMOSA performs the best in almost all the cases. The utility of the new measure is evident, in particular, for Deb4, where PAES performs quite poorly (see Fig. 7) . Interestingly, the Convergence value for PAES (Table I) is very good here, though the displacement correctly reflects that the PO front has been represented very poorly. Table IV shows the time taken by the algorithms for the different test functions. It is seen that PAES takes less time in six of the seven problems because of its smaller complexity. AMOSA takes less time than NSGA-II in 30 variable problems like ZDT1, ZDT2, 10 variable problem ZDT6. However, for single and two variable problems, SCH1, SCH2, Deb1, and Deb4, AMOSA takes more time than NSGA-II. This may be due to complexity of its clustering procedure. Generally, for single or two variable problems, this procedure dominates the crossover and ranking procedures of NSGA-II. However, for 30 variable problems, the scenario is reversed. This is because of the increased complexity of ranking and crossover (due to increased string length) in NSGA-II.
C. Comparison of Real-Coded AMOSA With the Algorithm of Smith et al. [17] and Real-Coded NSGA-II
The real-coded version of the proposed AMOSA has also been implemented. The mutation is done, as suggested in [17] . Here, a new string is generated from the old string by perturbing only one parameter or decision variable of . The parameter to be perturbed is chosen at random and perturbed with a random variable drawn from a Laplacian distribution , where the scaling factor sets magnitude of the perturbation. A fixed scaling factor equals to 0.1 is used for mutation. The initial temperature is selected by the procedure mentioned in [17] . That is, the initial temperature is calculated by using a short "burn-in" period during which all solutions are accepted and setting the temperature equal to the average positive change of energy divided by (2) . Here, is kept equal to and the temperature is adjusted according to , where is set equal to 0.8. For NSGA-II, population size is kept equal to 100 and the total number of generations is set such that the total number of function evaluations of AMOSA and NSGA-II are the same. For AMOSA, the archive size is set equal to 100. (However, in part of the investigation, the archive size is kept unlimited as in [17] . The results are compared with those obtained by MOSA [17] and provided in [32] .) AMOSA is executed for a total of 5000, 1000, 15 000, 5000, 1000, 5000, and 9000 run lengths, respectively, for DTLZ1, DTLZ2, DTLZ3, DTLZ4, DTLZ5, DTLZ, and DTLZ6. Total number of iterations per temperature is set accordingly. We have run real-coded NSGA-II (code obtained from KANGAL site: http://www.iitk.ac.in/kangal/codes.html). For NSGA-II, the following parameter setting is used: , , where is the string length, distribution index for the , and distribution index for the . In MOSA [17] , authors have used unconstrained archive size. Note that the archive size of AMOSA and the population size Fig. 8 shows the final PO front obtained by AMOSA and MOSA for DTLZ1-DTLZ3, while Fig. 9 shows the same for DTLZ5 and DTLZ6. As can be seen from the figures, AMOSA appears to be able to better approximate the front with more dense solutions as compared with MOSA.
It was mentioned in [33] that for a particular test problem, almost 40% of the solutions provided by an algorithm with truncation of archive got dominated by the solutions provided by an algorithm without archive truncation. However, the experiments we conducted did not adequately justify this finding. Let us denote the set of solutions of AMOSA with and without clustering as and , respectively. We found that for DTLZ1, 12.6% of were dominated by , while 4% of were dominated by . For DTLZ2, 5.1% of were dominated by , while 5.4% of were dominated by . For DTLZ3, 22.38% of were dominated by , while 0.53% of were dominated by . For DTLZ4, all the members of and are nondominating to each other and the solutions are the same, since execution of AMOSA without clustering does not provide more than 100 solutions. For DTLZ5, 10.4% of were dominated by , while 0.5% of were dominated by . For DTLZ6, all the members of and are nondominating to each other. To have a look at the performance of the AMOSA on a four-objective problem, we apply AMOSA and NSGA-II to Table VII . AMOSA performs much better than NSGA-II in terms of all the three measures.
The proposed AMOSA and NSGA-II are also compared for DTLZ1_5 (9-variable 5 objective version of the test problem DTLZ1), DTLZ1_10 (14-variable 10 objective version of DTLZ1) and DTLZ1_15 (19-variable 15 objective version of DTLZ1). The three problems have a spherical Pareto-front in their respective dimensions given by the equation , where is the total number of objective functions. Both the algorithms are executed for a total of 100 000 function evaluations for these three test problems (for NSGA-II, , ) and the corresponding Purity, Convergence, and MinimalSpacing values are shown in Table VII . The Convergence value indicates that NSGA-II does not converge to the true PO front, whereas AMOSA reaches the true PO front for all the three cases. The Purity measure also indicates this. The results on the many objective optimization problems show that AMOSA performs much better than NSGA-II. These results support the fact that Pareto ranking-based MOEAs such as NSGA-II do not work well on many objective optimization problems as pointed out in some recent studies [26] , [27] .
D. Discussion on Annealing Schedule
The annealing schedule of an SA algorithm consists of: i) initial value of temperature ; ii) cooling schedule; iii) number of iterations to be performed at each temperature; and iv) stopping criterion to terminate the algorithm. The initial value of the temperature should be chosen so that it allows the SA to perform a random walk over the landscape. Some methods to select the initial temperature are given in detail in [18] . In this paper, as in [17] , we have set the initial temperature to achieve an initial acceptance rate of approximately 50% on derogatory proposals. This is described in Section IV-C.
The cooling schedule determines the functional form of the change in temperature required in SA. The most frequently used decrement rule, also used in this paper, is the geometric schedule given by , where denotes the cooling factor. Typically, the value of is chosen in the range between 0.5 and 0.99. This cooling schedule has the advantage of being very simple. Some other cooling schedules available in the literature are logarithmic, Cauchy, and exponential. More details about these schedules are available in [18] . The cooling schedule should be so chosen that it is able to strike a good balance between exploration and exploitation of the search space.
In order to investigate the performance of AMOSA with another cooling schedule, the following is considered (obtained from http://www.members.aol.com/btluke/simanf1.htm)
Here, is the total number of iterations, is the final temperature, and is the initial temperature. is the temperature at iteration . AMOSA with the above cooling schedule is applied on ZDT1. The Convergence and MinimalSpacing values obtained are 0.008665 and 0.017, respectively. Comparing with the corresponding values in Tables I and II , it is found that the results with this cooling schedule are somewhat poorer. However, an exhaustive sensitivity study needs to be performed for AMOSA.
The third component of an annealing schedule is the number of iterations performed at each temperature. It should be so chosen that the system is sufficiently close to the stationary distribution at that temperature. As suggested in [18] , the value of the number of iterations should be chosen depending on the nature of the problem. Several criteria for termination of an SA process have been developed. In some of them, the total number of iterations that the SA procedure must execute is given, where as in some others, the minimum value of the temperature is specified. Detailed discussion on this issue can be found in [18] .
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, a SA-based MOO algorithm has been proposed. The concept of amount of domination is used in solving the MOO problems. In contrast to most other MOO algorithms, AMOSA selects dominated solutions with a probability that is dependent on the amount of domination measured in terms of the hypervolume between the two solutions in the objective space. The results of binary-coded AMOSA are compared with those of two existing well-known MOO algorithms-NSGA-II (binary-coded) [19] and PAES [20] for a suite of seven 2-objective test problems having different complexity levels. In a part of the investigation, a comparison of the real-coded version of the proposed algorithm is conducted with a very recent multiobjective simulated annealing algorithm [17] and real-coded NSGA-II for six 3-objective test problems. Real-coded AMOSA is also compared with real-coded NSGA-II for some 4-, 5-, 10-, and 15-objective test problems. Several different comparison measures like Convergence, Purity, MinimalSpacing, and Spacing, and the time taken are used for the purpose of comparison. In this regard, a measure called displacement has also been used that is able to reflect whether a front is close to the PO front as well as its extent of coverage. A complexity analysis of AMOSA is performed. It is found that its complexity is more than that of PAES but smaller than that of NSGA-II.
It is seen from the given results that the performance of the proposed AMOSA is better than that of MOSA and NSGA-II in a majority of the cases, while PAES performs poorly in general. AMOSA is found to provide more distinct solutions than NSGA-II in each run for all the problems; this is a desirable feature in MOO. AMOSA is less time consuming than NSGA-II for complex problems like ZDT1, ZDT2, and ZDT6. Moreover, for problems with many objectives, the performance of AMOSA is found to be much better than that of NSGA-II. This is an interesting and appealing feature of AMOSA since Pareto ranking-based MOEAs, such as NSGA-II [19] do not work well on many objective optimization problems as pointed out in some recent studies [26] , [27] . An interesting feature of AMOSA, as in other versions of MOSA algorithms, is that it has a nonzero probability of allowing a dominated solution to be chosen as the current solution in favour of a dominating solution. This makes the problem less greedy in nature; thereby leading to better performance for complex and/or deceptive problems. Note that it may be possible to incorporate this feature as well as the concept of amount of domination in other MOO algorithms in order to improve the performance.
There are several ways in which the proposed AMOSA algorithm may be extended in future. The main time consuming procedure in AMOSA is the clustering part. Some other more efficient clustering techniques or even the PAES like grid-based strategy, can be incorporated for improving its performance. Implementation of AMOSA with unconstrained archive is another interesting area to pursue in the future. An algorithm, unless analyzed theoretically, is only useful for the experiments conducted. Thus, a theoretical analysis of AMOSA needs to be performed in the future in order to study its convergence properties. Authors are currently trying to develop a proof for the convergence of AMOSA in the lines of the proof for single-objective SA given by Geman and Geman [4] . As has been mentioned in [18] , there are no firm guidelines for choosing the parameters in an SA-based algorithm. Thus, an extensive sensitivity study of AMOSA with respect to its different parameters, notably the annealing schedule, needs to be performed. Finally, application of AMOSA to several real-life domains, e.g., VLSI system design [34] , remote sensing imagery [35] , data mining, and bioinformatics [36] , needs to be demonstrated. The authors are currently working in this direction.
